
Product Bulletin - EDS TEAM™ EDS Analysis System for the TEM

TEAM™ EDS Analysis System with the Octane Silicon Drift Detector
(SDD) Series for the Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) provides
the ultimate analytical solution for TEM applications. 

The Octane SDD Series for the TEM blends the latest SDD technology
with EDAX’s next generation high efficiency electronics to provide
superior performance. The system electronics are built into the
detector, eliminating the need for a separate electronics box, and
minimizing the system footprint, while maximizing versatility and
convenience. All communication is done via ethernet, providing
speed, convenience and enhanced troubleshooting capabilities.

   
   
   

EDAX was the first microanalysis company to introduce a windowless
version of an SDD detector. The Octane SDD Series for TEM provides
optimum light element performance with complete transmission of
low energy X-rays. When compared to a Super Ultra Thin Window
(SUTW) detector, the light element sensitivity is improved up to 500%
and the count rate is increased by 30% for heavy elements. As a
result, the mapping speed and light element detection in low
concentrations are greatly enhanced. 

TEAM™ EDS Analysis System has a modern interface that allows for a
unique layout and maximizes the display for analysis results. TEAM™
Smart Features revolutionize EDS analysis to make the system more
intuitive and easier to use. Regardless of the skill of the operator,
consistent and accurate results are achieved effectively and
efficiently every time. TEAM™ EDS automatically determines the
elements in your sample, and monitors the count rate and
magnification, as well as numerous other parameters used for
optimum system performance. 

TEM quantification algorithms for thin material are now available in
TEAM™ EDS. The quantification model is based on the Cliff-Lorimer
method for fast and accurate analysis. Users have the flexibility to
work in conjuction with standards to determine their own Cliff-Lorimer
factors and theoretical methods. 

• Unique and innovative
electronics built into the
detectors delivers cleaner
data for optimal results

• Intuitive and easy to use 
TEAM™ software

• Smart Features ensure 
consistent data collection,
analysis and reporting 
regardless of the 
experience level of the 
operator

• Motorized slide
automatically retracts to
protect detector against
excessive backscatter
electrons

• Unique geometry inside
the TEM column ensures
optimal performance

• Market leading solid
angles up to 1.1 steradian

Spectra of SiO2 collected with the Octane T Plus detector (red)
compared to a SiLi Detector (blue) have been normalized to the
highest energy part of the spectrum. The Octane T Plus detector
significantly improves the low energy sensitivity. The Si K intensity
is improved by 30% and the O K by 150%




